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Subject: Re: Review Board visit

Body:

Bill, I put your train tickets and travel authorization in the FedEx package that Jerrie is sending tonight.If it's ok 

with you, I recommend that you leave your day open and informal when you're here.  You should try to roam 

the office and chat with staff and welcome them to stop by your office as well.  I'll put out the word informally 

about lunch and I'm sure we'll get a good crowd.  If there are any document/agency issues that you are 

especially interested in or concerned about let me know and we can set up a briefing with the appropriate 

staff members.Let me know if you want me to set anything up for you.  Looking forward to seeing you next 

week.To:	Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	tracy_shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov (bcc: Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRB)From:	wljoyce @ phoenix.Princeton.EDU @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	03/26/98 

09:30:12 AMSubject:	Review Board visitJeremy:  This message was sent yesterday to you, with copies to Tracy 

andto Jack.  Only that to Jack went through, so I'm trying again...						--Bill>X-Lotus-FromDomain: ILGW @ 

INTERNET @ INTERLIANT @ INFRASTRUCTURE @>	 INTERLIANT @ OUTBOUND>From: 

postmaster@notes.interliant.com>Reply-To: postmaster@notes.interliant.com>To: 

wljoyce@phoenix.Princeton.EDU>Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 13:08:23 -0500>Subject: Review Board 

visit>>Delivery Failure Report>> Your         Review Board visit> document:>> was not      Jeremy Gunn@arrb> 

delivered to> :>> because:     No route found to domain arrb from server>              NOTES/INFRASTRUCTURE.  

Check Server, Connection and Domain>              documents in Name & Address Book.>>   Internet-

500/Internal/Interliant, IL-223/External/Interliant,>   NOTES/INFRASTRUCTURE, NOTES/INFRASTRUCTURE, IL-

223/External/Interliant,>   IL-403/Internal/Interliant>>To:       Jeremy_Gunn@jfk-arrb.gov>cc:       

jrtunheim@mnd.uscourts.gov, tracy_shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov>From:     wljoyce@phoenix.Princeton.EDU>Date:     

03/25/98 01:08:23 PM EST>Subject:  Review Board visitJeremy:  While talking with Jack recently, we discussed 

the topics of theoutplacing of staff when the Board goes out of business, as well as thesubject of the final 

report.  I allowed as I thought that we had been sosuccessful in organizing the work of the staff that I, for one, 

was feelingout of touch: we descend on Washington (now barely for a day), discuss someissues, vote some 

documents along the trail to release, and then go home.Jack and I agreed that it would be good for the Board 

to be more of apresence for staff these days, partly to show our interest in their work,to show our concern for 

their placement in new jobs after the demise of theBoard, and to learn more about their work so that we 

might be better, moreinformed readers of the report (dare I say as authors of any part?),capable of offering 

detailed and constructive comments for improving thereport.	In any event, and also because of my recent 

conversation with you  here inPrinceton on related matters, I am planning to come to Washington 
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